DOG PARK RULES

NO ATTENDANT ON DUTY. USERS OF THIS FACILITY DO SO AT THEIR OWN RISK. LOWER ALLEN TOWNSHIP SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR INJURIES TO DOGS, THEIR OWNERS/HANDLERS, OR OTHERS THAT USE THE DOG PARK. THIS AREA IS FOR DOGS AND THEIR OWNERS/HANDLERS ONLY.

The owner is 100% responsible for any injuries inflicted by their dog. Prevent injuries by supervising your dog closely at all times. Dog owners are legally and financially responsible for their dog's behavior.

OWNERS CAN BE FINED FOR NON-COMPLIANCE OF THE FOLLOWING RULES

1. ALL DOGS MUST BE SPAYED OR NEUTERED.

2. ALL DOGS MUST BE LEGALLY LICENSED AND VACCINATED, AND SHALL WEAR A VISIBLE DOG LICENSE AND IDENTIFICATION.

3. NO DOGS OVER 30 POUNDS PERMITTED IN SMALL DOG AREA.

4. AGGRESSIVE DOGS ARE PROHIBITED FROM THIS PARK AND DOGS EXHIBITING AGGRESSIVE BEHAVIOR MUST BE REMOVED FROM THE PARK IMMEDIATELY, WITHOUT DEBATE.

5. DOG OWNERS ARE SOLELY LIABLE FOR INJURIES OR DAMAGE CAUSED BY THEIR DOGS.

6. DOG WASTE MUST BE CLEANED UP BY DOG OWNERS AND PLACED IN PROPER RECEPTACLES. This is the single most important thing dog owners can do to help insure the ongoing success of the dog park. Leave the area cleaner than it was when you arrived. It’s a small price to pay for being allowed to enjoy this wonderful park with your dog.

7. DOGS MUST BE ON LEASH AND UNDER CONTROL BY THEIR OWNERS/HANDLERS AT ALL TIMES OUTSIDE OF THE FENCED DOG PARK. Dogs must be leashed when entering and leaving this park and dog owners must have a leash in their possession at all times.

8. NO DOGS UNDER FOUR (4) MONTHS OF AGE ARE PERMITTED IN THE DOG PARK.

9. NO ANIMALS OTHER THAN DOGS ARE PERMITTED IN THE DOG PARK; This park is designated for the use of people and their dogs; no other animals are allowed.

10. DOG OWNERS MUST BE IN THE DOG PARK AND WITHIN VIEW AND VOICE CONTROL OF THEIR DOGS AT ALL TIMES: Do not use the park as a babysitter for your dog or your children. You need to be in control of your dog at all times.

11. CHILDREN UNDER 12 MUST BE CLOSELY SUPERVISED AT ALL TIMES BY AN ADULT. IT IS STRONGLY URGED THAT YOUNG CHILDREN NOT BE BROUGHT TO THE DOG PARK FOR THEIR OWN SAFETY.

12. NO MORE THAN THREE DOGS AND/OR CHILDREN ALLOWED PER HANDLER.

13. NO FOOD OR TREATS (HUMAN OR DOG), ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES, STROLLERS, BICYCLES, OR CHILDREN’S TOYS ALLOWED IN THE DOG PARK.

14. OWNERS/HANDLERS MUST STOP THEIR DOGS FROM DIGGING AND IMMEDIATELY FILL ANY HOLES DUG.

15. EXCESSIVE BARKING IS PROHIBITED BY TOWNSHIP ORDINANCE.

FIRST TIME DOG PARK USERS SHOULD CONSIDER VISITING THE PARK DURING NON-PEAK TIMES.

PROBLEMS OR QUESTIONS PLEASE CALL 717-975-7575